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Thinking Ahead to 
A New Tomorrow

The world of travel, tourism, destinations and close to everything in between has been turned 
upside down by the COVID-19 pandemic. While responding to sudden and massive overturn, 
adapting to new roles of crisis management, most DMOs and CVBs have been hard put think 
beyond the urgency of industry and community survival. 

As part of the initiative “A New Tomorrow” by European Cities Marketing in collaboration 
with Group NAO, we invited 10 Long Thinkers – experts in their fields, industry influencers and 
purposeful changemakers – to help us think further ahead, beyond crisis and towards A New 
Tomorrow for tourism and destinations.

Since the first launch of our Long Thinker article series in mid-May 2020 much has happened – 
in fact, sometimes it almost feels like the world is overturned multiple times a day. Meanwhile, 
destinations have in several instances also purposefully turned the situation into a time for 
reflection and change. In cities and destinations across the world, corona lockdown has been 
spent reflecting and discussing not just what a new tomorrow will look like, but also how they 
want it to look like – actively shaping their recovery to rebuild the city and the city’s tourism in 
new ways. 

We hope the contributions of our Long Thinkers over the past months may provide inspiration 
and input to these many “build back better” conversations taking place in destinations right 
now and after the summer, and so, we’ve decided to compile them all in this catalogue and 
share them anew for a bit of summer reading.  

Dive in to explore why, according to Jeremy Sampson, a more nuanced understanding of what 
success looks like is important. And take heed of Jeremy Smith’s warning not to associate 
sustainability with economic collapse, because it will only give voice to those voices saying we 
don’t have time for sustainability now. Or why Guy Bigwood believes now is the time to make 
a sustainable and regenerative tourism industry politically inevitable.
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Sense the urgency of Laurent Queige’s call for continued priority of tourism innovation and 
engagement with the start-up communities and how Matthias Schultze sees innovative new 
business models and concepts built around customer insights and tailored services as key to 
the future role and offerings of CVBs.

Let Genevieve Leclerc help you understand the ways in which the pivot of the business events 
industry during the crisis may also foster hope for a new tomorrow of strengthened social 
impact, community relations and societal relevance, and find inspiration in Kash Bhattacharya’s 
call for a new perspective on travel influencers as agents of change, letting their creativity and 
know-how help destinations in building future resilience.

And very timely, see the bright letters of David Peacock’s warning to resist the urgent rush to 
recovery with big marketing campaigns, but rather to proceed to invest resources that strengthen 
and reflect the destination, its values and its people, targeting wisely and specifically.

Or, as Elke Dens puts it, how can we as destination marketeers create the highest possible 
value for our place, people living, studying, working or visiting, and for the society as a whole?

Because moving towards A New Tomorrow, the experience of the pandemic has changed us 
and, in that change, lies a new role and priority for destinations, according to B. Joseph Pine II. 
Because coming out of the pandemic, we’ve realized we don’t need more stuff, we need shared 
experiences with our family, friends and colleagues that give life meaning – and so, destinations 
must give life meaning.

If that doesn’t trigger your curiosity, what will?
Happy reading!

http://www.groupnao.com
http://www.europeancitiesmarketing.com
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As the first tiny and optimistic shoots of a tourism reboot start to emerge this week, the words of 
the grandfather of capitalism – Milton Friedman pop into my head.

“Only a crisis – actual or perceived – produces real change. When that crisis 
occurs, the actions that are taken depend on the ideas that are lying around. 

That, I believe, is our basic function: to develop alternatives to existing 
policies, to keep them alive and available until the politically impossible 

becomes the politically inevitable.” 
 

Milton Friedman

DMOs have a unique moment to step up – to not only develop industry support and destination 
marketing actions but to fully focus on destination stewardship. To engage and lead a much wider 
group of stakeholders in a strategic process to stop to rethink and redesign the future. To not rush 
back to the familiar, and to repair the old and broken, but to reflect and reimagine the new. To 
rebuild a regenerative and resilient tourism and events economy that creates value for everyone. An 
industry that attracts investment, generates jobs, develops talent and spreads prosperity inclusively 
and fairly. A resilient, vibrant, and flourishing industry, that grows in harmony with, and not against, 
nature and its boundaries. An industry that regenerates cities, people, and the nature around us.

“A resilient, vibrant, and flourishing industry, that grows in 
harmony with, and not against, nature and its boundaries.”

In the past, many said that creating a sustainable and regenerative tourism industry was “politically 
impossible”. Now is the time to seize a unique opportunity to make it “politically inevitable”.

The Global Destination Sustainability Movement 
is a transformation platform that engages, inspires and enables 
destinations to become more regenerative, flourishing and resilient 
places to visit, meet and live in.

https://www.europeancitiesmarketing.com/rethink-redesign-regenerate/
https://www.gds.earth/
https://www.gds.earth/
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Tourism Will Rebound. So Will 
the Well-Known Problems... 

By Jeremy Sampson, CEO of the Travel Foundation
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When overtourism was still a hot topic for debate, I’d often think about the fable of the boiling frog. A 
frog is placed in warm water that’s slowly heated; it doesn’t feel the gradual, incremental change and 
eventually boils to death. Just before the crisis hit, many of our tourism destinations were looking a lot 
like scalded amphibians who had enjoyed long warm soaks, but struggled to get out before things got 
ugly.

By contrast, the current global lockdown has been swift and stark. For destinations experiencing severe 
undertourism during what should be peak season, the absence of tourism’s wide swath of impacts is 
sharply in focus. There’s less congestion and less pollution, and the promise that residents might get 
their cities back before visitors do. Of course there’s also struggling or shuttered businesses, fewer jobs, 
and a bleak economic outlook for tourism-dependent places.

“For destinations experiencing severe undertourism during what 
should be peak season, the absence of tourism’s wide swath of 

impacts is sharply in focus.”

But I might argue that very little has changed with regards to what’s needed for the long run. Tourism will 
rebound. It may look different for a while, and it might take on new forms and weird trajectories, but there 
will eventually be growth again, and we need to better understand the implications of that growth. This 
includes the cost of servicing demand, the potential for conflict with resident communities and impact 
on biodiversity, and the unchecked visitor behaviours that are likely to burden our destinations once 
again without proper innovation and intervention.

“There will eventually be growth again, and we need to better 
understand the implications of that growth.”

All economic activities have benefits and drawbacks, but we need to have a very frank discussion about 
tourism that yields more evidence-based decision-making and ensures a more acceptable trade-off. This 
is indeed an opportunity to set a new course: a tourism sector mandated by the people and built on a 
more nuanced understanding of what success looks like. If we can tackle these root issues head on, our 
beloved tourism sector can eventually maintain a healthy simmer.
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The Travel Foundation is a charity that works in 
partnership with businesses and governments so that tourism 
brings greater benefits for people and the environment.

http://ww.thetravelfoundation.org.uk/
http://ww.thetravelfoundation.org.uk/
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Don’t Cancel, Don’t Postpone: 
Sustainability Needs to be the 
Basis of Rebuilding Tourism Now
Jeremy Smith, writer and consultant, and co-founder of Tourism Declares a 
Climate Emergency
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https://www.europeancitiesmarketing.com/dont-cancel-dont-postpone-sustainability-needs-to-be-the-basis-of-rebuilding-tourism-now/
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One of the pandemic’s recurring social media memes has been videos of nature recovering in destinations 
devoid of tourists and other people. Although some have been shown to be fakes, the truth they all 
embody remains. Stop human interference, and nature flourishes.

However, there’s nothing for people to celebrate in a world without people. If sustainability becomes 
associated with economic collapse, it will strengthen those voices saying we don’t have time for 
sustainability now. That we have to fix the economy first. Bail outs with no green strings attached. The 
greatest risk is that a successful suppression of Covid-19 is spun as an overreaction to an overstated fear, 
and this used to argue against an increasingly urgent response to the climate emergency. 

“If sustainability becomes associated with economic collapse, it will 
strengthen those voices saying we don’t have time for sustainability 

now.”

The decisions of the next two years have to be taken in that context, and (in Europe at least) they will be 
epitomised by how we answer one question: do we prioritise rail or aviation?

Our goal should not be rebuilding industries, but restoring communities. Our indicators for success 
not return on investment, but return of species. And we must stop seeing “green strings attached” as 
meaning tiresome restrictions to the economy, and rather the natural principles that allow life to flourish.

The pandemic has forced us all to experience the terrible damage ecological breakdown has on human 
health, especially for the most vulnerable and marginalised. Yet the experience of relaxing on holiday can 
offer the ideal place for people to appreciate and savour how ecological wellbeing and human wellbeing 
go together.

But sustainable travel cannot be a virtue signaling luxury for wealthy people looking to isolate. A truly 
transformative tourism would help as many as possible enjoy being more connected to the natural 
world and one another.

“A truly transformative tourism would help as many as possible enjoy 
being more connected to the natural world and one another.”

What will success look like? When the videos being shared in a few years time are of destinations where 
nature flourishes, local people are happy, and visitors feel welcome too.
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Tourism Declares supports tourism businesses, 
organisations and individuals in declaring a climate emergency 
and taking purposeful action to reduce their carbon emissions.

https://www.tourismdeclares.com/
https://www.tourismdeclares.com/
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The Next Virus Victim Could 
Be Tourism Innovation

By Laurent Queige, Director of Welcome CityLab
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Travel and tourism are the most impacted sectors of the Covid-19 pandemic. Its situation in Europe is 
becoming catastrophic. Millions of jobs are threatened.

Can innovation be the best response to this crisis? Definitely yes! But, for many travel companies, 
innovation is no longer a priority. At many of Europe´s travel tech hubs, innovation partnerships and 
projects have been effectively paused by the crisis. Companies have stopped all cooperation with startups 
with the general message, that  they  « need to focus on basic business ». If things don’t change, the direct 
consequence will be that lots of travel tech entrepreneurs will have to stop their activity soon.

The end result will be a serious loss of agility, ideas, solutions and competitive dynamics that can help us 
overcome the crisis. That’s why we must strongly remind our industry that it is imperative to keep their 
engagement in start-up communities.  It is in the start-up communities we will find solutions such as:

New health and hygiene measurement protocols – e.g. non-tactile check-in/out kiosks, with holographic 
buttons.

New management of crowds and flows, taking into account the rules of social distancing – e.g. interactive 
light signage in public transport guiding passengers.

Better complementarity between physical & digital for MICE – e.g. online meetings rooms, with 
augmented services, dedicated to clients who can’t attend the event.

Better management of tourist flows by anticipating congestion peaks – e.g. artificial intelligence able to 
anticipate crowds and suggest new visit slots.

“That’s why we must strongly remind our industry that it is imperative 
to keep their engagement in start-up communities.”

… add to all this new focus on hygiene standards, touchless operations, real-time flow monitoring, local 
tourism.  For further examples, please dive into some of the Paris-based startups, many of which are 
already deeply engaged in the crisis response.

The Covid-19 pandemic completely reshuffles the deck of the travel industry and society in general. 
It is vital that we anticipate what is coming next. From Paris Welcome City Lab, we will remain on the 
challenge with our next trend-book, to be published in September. More to come.
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Welcome City Lab is a programme to stimulate innovation in the 
tourist sector including the world’s first incubator that is dedicated to this 
sector. It was created by Paris&Co, with the support of the City of Paris, BPI 
France, Paris Convention and Visitors Bureau and the General Directorate of 
Enterprise. 

https://welcomecitylab.parisandco.com/
https://welcomecitylab.parisandco.com/
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Travel Influencers Can Play a Critical 
Role in the Recovery. We Just Need 
to Think Differently About Them

By Kash Bhattacharya, Editor of the blog BudgetTraveller.org and founder of 
AdoptaHostel.com
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AdoptaHostel.com
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Starved of travel during the pandemic, we’re all consuming more travel content but with a discernible shift: 
Google Search trends point to post-pandemic tourism growth for Australia. Travel related searches on 
Pinterest in March jumped more than 100% over the previous year. The boom in virtual tours shows that 
even though we can’t travel, we want to travel 4 times more. With the tough double act of encouraging 
travelers to stay at home while keeping them inspired about travelling in the future, travel influencers have 
become a critical outlet for DMOs to recreate the destination experience inside people’s homes.

“The boom in virtual tours shows that even though we can’t travel, we 
want to travel 4 times more.”

We won’t be going back to searching fast tourism clickbait pieces such as “where to travel in Europe”. The 
rise in search intent for new travel niches such as “social distancing travel holidays” will see information gaps 
open up and travel influencers will be the first to identify and fill these gaps. More risk averse, often with no 
home base, once restrictions are lifted, travel influencers will be the first to travel. The real time, first person 
perspective that an influencer brings will give people an idea of what the new normal of travel looks like 
and help rebuild confidence. Many of them will have been visiting these destinations for years and built up 
a huge pool of content and knowledge -tapping into this, will be key to recovery. In Finland, local influencers 
have been classified as critical actors in society alongside doctors and bus drivers. The Finnish government 
has even used local influencers during the crisis to disseminate critical information on social media.

Maybe it’s time, like Finland, to see travel influencers as critical actors, agents of change and not just another 
cog in the marketing machine.

Besides rebuilding local tourism confidence, travel influencers can help DMOs to revive their local tourism 
industry and make it more resilient for the future. Let’s value their creativity and know-how and find other 
ways to cooperate beyond the traditional press trip, by involving them in workshops for local partners who 
need help with social media training, or partner with them to create bold initiatives like a new voucher 
platform to support your local deli shop or hostel? Instead of hiring expensive agencies, let’s partner with 
influencers who have valuable assets to offer such as high quality photography or video content.

“The boom in virtual tours shows that even though we can’t travel, we 
want to travel 4 times more.”

Travel influencers can be a powerful driving force that helps to shape traveler behaviour in a way that 
genuinely works for our destinations. Some European cities have relationships with travel influencers that 
go back over a decade. They are now reaping the rewards of these relationships, as they have a, high quality 
range and a willing group of creatives who are on hand to help support their cities through to recovery.
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Kash , better known as the BudgetTraveller.org is the 2016 National Geographic 
Traveller Blogger of the Year. Kash has revolutionised travel for the stylish, design-led 
budget-conscious traveler.

AdoptaHostel.com is on a mission to save hostels across the world from the 
devastating financial effects of the COVID-19 crisis. By purchasing a gift card for a future 
stay at a hostel of your choice, you can help save an industry and ensure meaningful 
travel is accessible for generations to come.

BudgetTraveller.org
https://adoptahostel.com/
https://budgettraveller.org/
https://adoptahostel.com/
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The Future of the 
Experience Economy

By B. Joseph Pine II,  co-founder of Strategic Horizons LLP and co-author 
of The Experience Economy: Competing for Customer Time, Attention, and 
Money
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While the current state of the Experience Economy is poor, the future is bright. The worldwide response 
to COVID-19 has devastated the Experience Economy, tourism most of all. But people are social beings 
who will always crave social experiences where they gather with and around fellow human beings. Right 
now they’ve just shifted those experiences from out there to in here, from public to familial, from physical 
to digital.

“People are social beings who will always crave social experiences 
where they gather with and around fellow human beings.”

Destinations themselves must embrace digital, deploying digital technology to fuse the real and the 
virtual. The future of the Experience Economy involves experience platforms – genius platforms that not 
only sense and respond to individual visitor need but anticipate the needs of this visitor (and visiting unit) 
at this moment in time, enabling customized capabilities that will seem like superpowers.

Or not.
Every trend sows the seeds of its countertrend, and many will resist the increasing digitalization of 
society, or at least want to elude it for time. You can choose to be such a destination. Whichever route, 
destinations in the future not only will but must charge for the visitor experience.

You may label it a surcharge, a tax, a congestion fee – but you are better off calling it what it is: an 
admission fee. For admission fees serve a dual purpose: they send a signal that this is a place worth 
experiencing, while giving the place the wherewithal to continue staging an engaging, personal, and 
memorable experience. Redesign your destination to be worthy of an admission fee, and then charge for 
it as 17-Mile Drive in Pebble Beach and Venice do today.

Finally, recognize that as we’ve hunkered down in our homes, the pandemic has made us realize we don’t 
need more stuff; what we value are the experiences we have with our family, our friends, our colleagues 
that give life meaning. Destinations must give life meaning.

Don’t cater to ticking sites off the list, but to aligning your destination with the meaningful purpose 
of individual visitors and to helping them achieve the aspirations for which they left home, safety, and 
routine to journey out into the world for meaning, possibility, and transformation.

 “To aligning your destination with the meaningful purpose of 
individual visitors.”

For most of all, the future of the Experience Economy lies in opening up possibilities for meaningful 
transformation. The future of destinations is transformative travel.
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Strategic Horizons offers the tools, experiences, and education to explore and 
master today’s economic marketplace. Through speaking engagements, direct one-
on-one guidance, workshops, and public events, you will find new ways to bring your 
business to the forefront of the Experience Economy. Using innovative performance 
techniques refined through thousands of client engagements, Strategic Horizons 
provides wholly unique perspectives and learning solutions.

https://strategichorizons.com/
https://strategichorizons.com/
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The Convention Bureau of the Future: 
Customer Centricity, Digital Innovation 
and Interdisciplinary Teams

By Matthias Schultze, Managing Director GCB German Convention Bureau
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The COVID-19 pandemic brought the event industry to a virtual standstill overnight. After the gradual 
restart we will live in a state of “new normal”. Several megatrends have been shaping the business 
events industry for several years now, including digitalization, sustainability and an increased need for 
security. The Corona crisis now acts as a massive accelerator – everything we had predicted for the 
coming years arrived within two weeks. Like many other players, Convention Bureaux are faced with the 
question of how to shape their future role.

 “Everything we had predicted for the coming years arrived within two 
weeks”

The main tasks include the relationship with local providers and partners, with customers from home 
and abroad, and the inner world of the CVBs. What services will customers be requesting from CVBs in 
the future? What services will help local partners to present themselves in the best possible way? What 
organizational structures and skills of the team members are required to act agile and trailblazing?

Customers will expect services individually tailored to their needs. Inter alia, data analytics and 
conversational interfaces like chatbots, for example, can help CVBs to focus fully on those needs. 
In relation to their local partners, one of the essential tasks of future CVBs will be to make business 
intelligence accessible to providers to help them get a better understanding of their customers’ needs. 
This shift requires new skills among CVB team members, including data skills, IT and IT security skills and, 
last but not least, the readiness to work in interdisciplinary teams.

“To make business intelligence accessible to providers to help them 
get a better understanding of their customers’ needs.”

Digitalization and automation are only the beginning: In an increasingly complex environment, artificial 
intelligence and the platform economy, for example, can help us develop ground breaking new business 
models and create new criteria for measuring success. The key lies in consistent customer centricity.

Such a future requires intensive dialogue between all stakeholders and a large portion of courage and 
willingness to change. The GCB is working at full strength on innovative concepts and is looking forward 
to bringing them to life together with its partners.
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Germany is the number one conference and congress destination in Europe and comes 
second worldwide behind the USA. To secure this position and improve on it, is among 

the GCB’s core tasks. Conferences, congresses and events are platforms for exchanging 
experiences and ideas. They promote innovation and know-how transfer and contribute 
to international understanding which is a key concern for the GCB. It is our aim to further 
the exchange of experiences and ideas as well as promote conferences and congresses 
with the forum that we provide for the industry.

https://www.gcb.de/
https://www.gcb.de/
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For Business Tourism to Recover, 
Society Must Recover First

By Genevieve Leclerc, Co-founder and CEO of  #MEET4IMPACT
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While the present sanitary crisis has indeed been a devastating tsunami for business events worldwide, this new 
era has also catalysed an emerging shift in the form of new bridges being built between our industry and the 
wider urban ecosystem.

Pivoting to community service
As early as February, actors of the business events industry all over the world have leveraged their human, material 
and technical assets and pivoted their activities towards serving their community. Such initiatives have included 
the highly mediatised conversions of Convention centres into field hospitals or alternate care sites; the leveraging 
of supplier networks, procurement & logistics expertise to coordinate the sourcing, storage and transport of 
personal protective equipment for health authorities; and also, the coordination of large-scale food drives for the 
community.

Building on existing purpose and legacy
By their quick and purposeful actions, these organisations have responded to a short-term need but have also 
activated latent, so-called “pregnant” legacies.  Indeed, while these organisations needed to demonstrate timely 
agility in order to quickly repurpose their infrastructure,  it is also clearly apparent that pre-existing factors 
facilitated the implementation of such initiatives and were crucial in enabling a successful pivot: an organisational 
culture already sensitised to positioning business tourism as a generator of social value; relationships and previous 
collaborations with community organisations; tested processes for innovation and experimentation; and a history 
of delivering purposeful legacies.

Strengthening ties with societal impact
Most of all, their actions in times of crisis have instilled a sense of shared reality between these organisation and 
residents, have strengthened the social fabric and delivered on community needs and expectations. Redesigning 
the dialogue and relationships between business events actors, residents, governments can be a powerful tool. It 
will yield observable societal impacts for years to come.
 

Looking both inward and outward
While the examples cited above are fostering hope for a new tomorrow, it became apparent when we analysed 
the different initiatives that were mediatised that most community-centred efforts could in fact be attributed to 
venues. Admittedly, a large portion of DMOs refocused their communications and some of their service offering 
towards residents; but their narrative was mostly still centred around the promotion of the destination and its 
assets, and very few explicitly demonstrated a strong intention towards true impact. One hopes that DMOs will 
find their own voice through their recovery strategies and develop a purposeful pathway to actively support 
social regeneration and generate a maximum of positive outcomes for their city’s various ecosystems.

Going forward, DMOs and venues that purposefully develop a mindset of service to community, look ‘inward’ as 
much as ‘outward’ when future-proofing their new strategies, and foster an ongoing dialogue and close ties with 
community organisations and residents will be more successful in positioning themselves as essential drivers of 
not only the immediate recovery of their cities, but also their long-term resilience.
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#MEET4IMPACT is a non-profit organization aiming at changing the way we plan, measure 
and talk about the business events industry. #MEET4IMPACT empower organizations when it’s 
time to generate, measure and communicate the social impact of their activities and events.  
#MEET4IMPACT’s team can either coach the organization from beginning to end in a societal 
impact journey, qualify professionals in the use of the societal impact approach or conceive a full 
library of resources and tools to equip managers about societal impact management.

https://www.meet4impact.global/
https://www.meet4impact.global/
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Never Waste a Crisis: Make 
Destination Marketing 
Meaningful
By Elke Dens, Chairman of European Travel Commission Marketing Group and 
Marketing Director of VisitFlanders
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Destination marketing has been in a deep crisis for a few years. We realized we couldn’t continue to do 
marketing, (read promotion) to stimulate growth, because the invisible burden of this seemingly endless 
growth had become visible.
We were losing our social license to operate in a few popular cities in Europe and in vulnerable islands in 
the South Pacific.
So, we tried to do better by inventing ‘destination management’ and involving more stakeholders, 
including residents, in tourism policies, to regain trust and make clear why tourism (money?) is needed. 
Thanks to COVID19 the whole world is aware of the vulnerable economic importance of tourism.

“Thanks to COVID19 the whole world is aware of the vulnerable 
economic importance of tourism.”

The same crisis teaches us how much values have changed. The reactions to COVID19 are amplifications 
of the dynamic that drives other social and ecological crises – and this question is also key to tourism 
(marketing):

“Do we use resources to maximise exchange or to maximise life?”
Old school marketing is aimed at maximizing exchange by stimulating sales and consumption. Thereby 
optimizing the 4 well-known P’s (price, product, place and promotion). So, you will soon see destinations 
doing the craziest promotions, to stimulate travel to their place to have maximum exchange even in 
COVID19 situations. Smart destinations will ask for a higher price for a slightly adjusted experience. 
It’s a classical marketing intervention and a way to continue to exploit the ecosystem of tourism to the 
fullest extent – as long as we can.

“Smart destinations will ask for a higher price for a slightly adjusted 
experience.”

Or you can do a better job as destination marketeer. It all starts with the acknowledgment that marketing 
is not about sales, but about (changing) values. How can you as a destination marketeer create the 
highest possible value for your place, people living, studying, working or visiting, and for the society on 
the whole? Marketing has evolved from the 4 P’s to the 4 W’s contributing to economic wealth, but at 
the same time to environmental wellness, social well-being and human wisdom

So, why don’t we all start making destination marketing more 
meaningful marketing?
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VisitFlanders is the official guide to Flanders & Brussels.

European Travel Commission Marketing Group is a marketing think 
tank that provides the organisation with strategic advice on promotion and marketing 
related aspects. It acts as a forum for ETC members and partners to share information 
and best practices in the field of destination marketing to facilitate benchmark analysis.

https://www.visitflanders.com/fr/
https://etc-corporate.org/
https://etc-corporate.org/
https://www.visitflanders.com/fr/
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This Time, “Let’s Not 
Party Like It’s 1999”

By David Peacock, Senior Advisor, Future Tourism Group, Simpleview Inc.
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I’ve never met Elke Dens, but I wish I had. Last week she wrote a piece for the Long Thinker Panel, Never 
Waste A Crisis, Make Destination Marketing Meaningful and frankly, I couldn’t agree more. We have had 
almost two decades of lessons on what the future of tourism needs to be and now is the time to take 
heed.

In Canada, in 2003, in the Province of Ontario, a respiratory epidemic SARS decimated the tourism industry. 
Opinions vary, but the recovery took between 4 to 9 years depending on who you ask. As anticipated domestic 
markets recovered first with International markets taking much longer.

Around the world in 2020, in the shadow of the COVID-19 pandemic, much like in the case of SARS 2003, 
governments will inevitably open up stimulus channels to “revive” tourism and “restore” this essential 
economy. And by all means that is a good, noble and desirable thing.

Aye, but there’s the rub, much like 2003, in the rush to get resources into the recovery trough as quickly as 
possible, a large portion of that funding will be earmarked with one nebulous word “marketing.”

It is 2020, you do not watch or consume TV anything like you did a decade-and-a-half ago. The industry that 
pressed the vinyl or burned the CDs for your music collection no longer exists, but we are about to “market” 
like it was 1999. Big media, big buys, big productions. It’s fast, it’s easy and it’s fun!

A simple warning, “DON’T!”
Again, it is 2020. We all know deep down that stakeholder engagement, shared community values, digital 
excellence and sustainability are key to successful destinations and that those are the levers that we will 
have to pull as destination organizations, sooner or later, or risk irrelevance.

 “Digital excellence and sustainability are key to successful destinations.”

Building intentional networks beyond traditional players, aligning with citizen and civic priorities, 
increasing the digital skill and sophistication of all stakeholders across the destination and improving the 
digital footprint as a whole, all of these are priorities and all of these warrant significant consideration as we 
look at how we intend to dedicate our scarce recovery resources. 
As the saying goes, the future is here, it’s just not evenly distributed.
So… spend wisely and build legacy value; spend on resources that strengthen and reflect the destination, its 
values and its people. Spend on understanding the intersection between your audience and locals and target 
wisely and specifically. Build networks and partners that will endure. It’s time to set the table for the future 
of tourism.
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 Since 2001,  Simpleview has empowered more than 900 destination 
marketing organizations (DMOs) with customized tools, knowledge 
and creativity to help tell these destinations’ unique stories. We believe 
the world’s top cities and smallest towns each have a role to play in 
promoting travel and tourism, and we’re here to provide solutions that 
are built for the way your destination marketing works.

https://www.simpleviewinc.com/
https://www.simpleviewinc.com/
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An Opportunity for 
Destination Organizations to 
Be Seen as a Community Asset

By Jack Johnson, Chief Advocacy Officer at Destinations International
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A while back CBS News in the United States reported results from a new poll they conducted. According 
to the results “most Americans (57%) say the nation’s efforts to combat the coronavirus are going bad 
right now, most call it a crisis and see a months-long process before it is contained.” A few things to take 
away:

The public is pinning its hopes heavily on the nation’s scientists, with eight in 10 optimistic about their 
ability to eventually find a cure or vaccine, and most are also optimistic that Americans themselves can 
take steps to slow the spread.

Most respondents are optimistic about scientists’ ability to find a vaccine or a cure (82%), and in their 
local hospitals’ ability to handle an outbreak (65%), as well as in Americans’ ability to do what’s needed 
to stop the spread of the virus (59%).

Americans widely trust medical and healthcare professionals generally (88% trust) and in particular, the 
CDC (82% trust), for information on the virus and what to do. But a large number also trust friends and 
family (73%). All three of these ratings are higher than various government and media sources.

This last point reminds us that based on Destinations International Foundation research, destination 
organizations are seen as trusted sources for information by travelers and meeting planners. This crisis is 
an opportunity to underscore that and be seen as experts not only those two groups but the residents 
of your community. Posting accurate and nonpartisan information about the status of the virus in your 
destination or state/province as well as information from state and local authorities concerning limits 
on stay at home orders, closure of non-essential retail and businesses, limits on meeting sizes, hotels 
closures, etc. will help position you in the long run as a community asset. But equally important is the role 
of the destination organization in the community it serves.

“This crisis is an opportunity to underscore that and be seen as experts 
not only those two groups but the residents of your community.”

 

Remember, a destination organization is a community asset responsible for programs promoting a 
community as an attractive travel destination and enhancing its public image as a dynamic place to 
live and work. Through destination stewardship and brand importance, we strengthen the community’s 
economic position and vitality which provides opportunity for all the people in the destination. That 
means when it comes to anything related to the community as a destination or the community’s brand, 
you need to be seen as the expert and a partner who works on behalf of the community. 

Every year, the Visit Champaign County (in Illinois, USA) destination organization hosts Toast 
to Tourism, celebrating people in the hospitality industry who make their community so outside of 
ordinary.  Due to COVID-19, this year’s event has been cancelled.  In lieu of the expenses associated with 
this annual celebration, the Visit Champaign County, in conjunction with the Visit Champaign County 
government, have created a Hospitality Relief Fund to provide direct financial support for individuals 
who have immediately formerly worked in the greater Champaign County area as housekeepers, caterers, 
cooks, front desk staff or anywhere in the hotel partner operations.

https://www.visitchampaigncounty.org/
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Nourish Lexington is an initiative of the destination organization located in Kentucky, USA to utilize the 
skills and talents of hospitality workers recently unemployed due to the COVID-19 closings to provide 
prepared meals to those who need immediate access to food.  In exchange for preparing and delivering 
meals, food service workers will receive a $60 payment for a four-hour shift.  Meals will be distributed to 
hospitality industry families, other families in need, seniors in affordable housing apartment complexes 
and children and their families through family resource coordinators.  Nourish Lexington is powered by 
destination organization working with the local philanthropic community.

There are hundreds of examples ranging from Bermuda declaring a national take-out food day to 
something as simple as Scottsdale in Arizona, USA doing a guest column in the local newspaper and 
other media sources to the amazing website and video using local residents on the Visit Norfolk, Virginia, 
USA site.

Visit Norfolk is a good example as are others about blending community support initiatives with finding 
new ways to keep your organization and destination brand out there – like the virtual tourism sites 
including a virtual tourism shopping site benefiting community retail stores that are popping up on sites 
across North America.  There is a lot of good stuff going on out there in destination organizations who 
are doing things to get through the next several weeks and months.  And I believe it is those destination 
organizations that will come out of the worst of the crisis best positioned in their communities to succeed.

Destinations International strives to make members and 
destinations successful. As the world’s largest and most reliable 
resource for destination organizations, Destinations International 
informs, connects, inspires and educates their members with the 
goal to drive destination economic impact, job creation, community 
sustainability and quality of life through travel.

https://destinationsinternational.org/
https://destinationsinternational.org/
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Destinations, 
QUO VADIS?

By Sara Pastor, Managing Director of Destinations, Adara
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Before Corona, destinations were struggling to shift their roles from promotion to management to 
ensure better, more sustainable tourism development. The coronavirus pandemic put a stop to all 
that! In this article, Sara Pastor of Adara outlines how destinations will need to first reactivate their 
brand and promotional activities in the short-term, but longer-term success depends on the ability 
to become truly smart management entities – with data and technology as key enablers along the 
way.

Travel & Tourism is going through the toughest crisis the sector has ever faced. And if we have certainty 
of anything right now it is the uncertainty of what the future holds. The false sense of certainty we had is 
now gone. These are difficult timaes but as Sun-Tzu said:

“In the midst of chaos, there is also opportunity”
 

Before Corona: Destinations Struggling To Shift Towards Management
During these past years, my conversations with destinations have been around two main topics and 
goals: sustainability and maoving from destination promotion to management; and how technology and 
data could be the enablers by helping them become “Smart Destinations”.

From the sustainability point of view, there were five key goals we discussed:
        1. Destination Awareness
       2. Destination Positioning
        3. Decongestion
        4. Beating Seasonality
        5. Preserving cultural values and respect with the destination itself and its residents

The importance of those goals varied depending on whether destinations were mature or “up and coming”. 
In the case of mature destinations, the word “overtourism” was taking over most of the conversations. 
I always saw the opportunity of “up and coming” destinations and the existence of already “seasoned” 
travelers, to bring balance to the “overtourism” challenge. However, one of the key success factors for this 
was getting destination entities moved from promotion to management bodies. This is a massive task, 
and change, for these mostly government-owned organizations. However, this transformation process 
was in its very early stages when the Covid19 hit the industry.

After Corona: Destinations Need to Reactivate and Boost Branding
All of a sudden, the industry makes a hard stop. It is like someone is pressing a reset button and we do 
not know how long this operation will take. And here is where I see the opportunity for destinations: 
leveraging this break to take time to rethink what type of destination you want to be, what type of 
tourism you want to attract, what relationship you want to build with your residents, what social and 
economic impact you want to generate, and what type of organization you need to become to make that 
possible. This new or revisited vision of the destination will then determine how you are acting (instead 
of reacting) to Covid19. And this is a unique opportunity to define a destination’s identity and the next 
steps.

In my previous article “Data In Times of Crisis”, I was speaking of how I approach any plan with a three-
step process: Learn, Act, and Measure. Applying this process can generate a virtuous circle that will allow 
destinations to keep track of their transformation.

https://www.europeancitiesmarketing.com/destinations-quo-vadis/
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It is true that given the severity of the circumstances, one can imagine that many destinations will be 
looking at the inflection point to start promoting again to anyone so they can reactivate the economy 
asap. Although it makes sense, I do not see why destinations cannot do both at the same time: reactivate 
asap while keeping in mind their new or revised vision and sustainability goals. They are not mutually 
exclusive. On the contrary, by focusing on their strategy and vision, they could achieve both: reactivation 
and identity/branding.

 

How can this be achieved?
 
Technology and Data Can Guide Your Way
Data and technology are not the goals, they are the enablers. But for them to enable and make a difference, 
goals need to be clearly defined (and aligned with the vision). Therefore, in the first phase of learning, it is 
key to determine the definition of the analysis and indicators you will be looking at.

The approach needs to be split in two:

        A micro analysis in the short term

        A macro analysis in the mid/long term

Reactivate Your Destination Brand
In the short term, in order to reactivate and generate economic activity again, the domestic and 
neighboring markets will be the first to answer because of the nature of the crisis. This is why here it is 
crucial to do a “micro” analysis in those markets, to understand the travelers’ behaviour so that you are 
ready to engage at the right time to the right audience with the right content. We need to bear in mind 
that all destinations will be facing similar problems at the same time. So, personalization will be essential 
to differentiate yourself, and be top of mind. That moment is where your definition of the destination 
you are or want to be can be the winning card. Plus, how you have defined the relationship with your 
residents can speed up the recovery and will help both with the reactivation as well as the identity.

 There are many indicators to analyze (and I mentioned some of them in the previous article), but the 
main three we should be looking here are as follows:

        Covid19 evolution in the destination and border openings

        Hotel search and bookings

        Security Perception Index

These three indexes will give us an idea of when travel will be opened again; from and to where the hotel 
intent and bookings are increasing and when; and how safety to a specific destination is being perceived. 
The second indicator will determine when and where to launch the advertising campaign; and the third 
indicator will determine the message in the communication with the potential travelers. Safety might 
be the driver and/or a “must” in choosing a destination. In this case flight data is important but not as 
essential since domestic and neighboring markets will be mainly driving and train sourced.
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Become Truly Smart Destination Management Organisations
In the mid/long term, destinations should be looking at the trends from a macro level perspective in order 
to identify where they stand in their region/country/continent and the different trends and inflection 
points in their top origin markets as well as foresee potential opportunities in other markets. At this 
point, the main indicators destinations should be looking at are:

       Covid-19 evolution in the destination and border openings

        Hotel & Flight search and bookings

        Air capacity

        Security Perception Index

Flight intend and bookings, as well as air capacity, will be key to expand the reach of the recovery 
plans; and will complement the before mentioned indicators to again identify the different inflection 
points in each origin market. Here again, data will play a role to make digital campaigns more effective 
and efficient. And it will do so not only by targeting the right audience at the right time with the right 
content; but also, by measuring the results of each campaign so campaigns can be optimized in real time. 

Understanding which origin markets are responding better to your messages, which channels are 
generating more intend and demand, which themes/products are converting travelers, what type of 
travelers are booking, and when the travelers are arriving to your destination will make the difference on 
how to make the most out of the limited budgets (ROI). Furthermore, measuring will help you track 
if you are pacing to your goals (sustainability) and will confirm (or not) if you are indeed moving in 
the right direction in terms of your vision. Last but not least, measuring and closing this virtuous circle 
(Learn, Act & Measure) will help you become a management organization, a smart destination.

 
It is a highly challenging opportunity in an unprecedent crisis, but an opportunity, nonetheless. We 
hardly ever have the time to stop, think, re-evaluate and reconsider. Now we have it in front of us 
and we do have a choice to make. We can decide now the future of tourism, of a destination, of 
what we want to become. Let’s make the most out of it.

You can find some data to guide your way here:
Adara Traveler Trends Tracker
Adara Cortex – with traveler intelligence for hyper-personalization
Adara Destination Marketing Cloud to enable measurement of your marketing efforts

ADARA provides customer brands with greater visibility into the 
needs and wants of in-market travel consumers. We provide a unique, 
holistic understanding of patterns, trends, and behavior. Customer 
resolution gets clearer and more precise with each partner that joins.

https://adara.com/destination-marketing-cloud/
https://adara.com/
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Chinese Tourism Recovery 
and Prospects for Europe

By Sienna Parulis-Cook, Associate Director of Communications, Dragon Trail 
Interactive
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May 1 marked the start of China’s five-day Labor Day holiday. This was once expected to be the date 
from which Chinese outbound tourism would rebound, but the public holiday instead only kicked off 
domestic tourism recovery. That there is any tourism recovery at all is good news, however, and we now 
look toward summer and the October National Day holiday as the new periods when international travel 
may begin again.

“Once European destinations have emerged from their lockdowns, 
and lifted travel restrictions, will Chinese tourists want to visit? And 

what should destinations be doing now to keep or put themselves in 
the minds of Chinese travelers, and be best prepared for recovery?”

The answer to the first question is a decided yes. In February, both a consumer survey by Chinese online 
travel marketplace Fliggy and a survey of the travel industry by leading Chinese travel media Travel Daily 
indicated that Europe would be the second-most coveted destination for Chinese tourists for post-crisis 
outbound travel, after Japan. Of course, this was before the pandemic’s epicentre moved to Western 
Europe, but even a late April consumer survey by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences found that half 
of the top 10 outbound destinations for Chinese travelers were in Europe (Russia, Switzerland, France, 
Iceland, and Germany).

Strategies for Destinations
So what should destinations be doing now, to maintain and grow this demand from Chinese travelers? 
Although no one is traveling now, it’s important to stay connected. Switzerland Tourism has stayed 
active on Chinese social media platforms with their #DreamNowTravelLater campaign, with good results 
(click here to read an interview with Switzerland Tourism’s Director China on the country’s current 
marketing strategy). VisitBritain is another European destination that has stood out on Chinese social 
media platforms WeChat and Weibo, for a variety of content, including a short video featuring Scottish 
landscapes, a 360-degree tour of London’s Houses of Parliament, and interactive quizzes on British history 
and culture. The German National Tourism Board used Weibo’s interactive poll feature to conduct some 
light market research, asking followers if they were more interested cultural travel or natural scenery in 
Germany (nature won with 67.6% of the vote).

“Although no one is traveling now, it’s important to stay connected.”

This downtime for tourism is also a good opportunity for training and self-study to learn more about 
Chinese tourism, especially for those who are new to the market. In China, the peak of the crisis brought 
about a boom in online training, as Chinese travel agents attended live webinars and completed self-
study programs (read more about the surge in Chinese online tourism training here). The tourism 
industry outside of China has the opportunity now to do something similar, and there are numerous 
free resources available, such as the 2019 book, China, the Future of Travel, an essential primer on the 
Chinese tourism industry and market. On Wednesday, 20 May, Dragon Trail is offering a free webinar to 
introduce online platforms for Chinese digital tourism marketing, as a complement and introduction to 
our soon-to-be-launched China Outbound Tourism Academy (COTA) online self-study courses.

https://dragontrail.com/resources/blog/post-coronavirus-consumer-sentiment-report-fliggy
https://dragontrail.com/resources/blog/interview-why-switzerland-tourisms-china-marketing-is-staying-normal
https://dragontrail.com/resources/blog/interview-why-switzerland-tourisms-china-marketing-is-staying-normal
https://dragontrail.com/resources/blog/china-future-travel-book
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How Will the Market Change?
When Chinese do start to travel again, will Chinese tourism look the same as before? We do expect 
changes, but to a large extent, these will be accelerations of trends that were already happening before 
the virus. This includes the shift away from big tour groups to FIT and customized travel, the rise of self-
driving tourism (click here to read more about Chinese self-driving tourism), and increased interest 
in natural beauty and getting off the beaten track (click here to read more about rural tourism for the 
Chinese market). This has the benefit of creating opportunities for new destinations, and encouraging 
the dispersal that’s key to the sustainability of tourism growth.

 
One question that European destinations might be asking is: Are Chinese travelers still going to shop, 
or will the COVID-19 crisis wipe out budgets? It’s true that the crisis is putting financial pressure on 
consumers all around the world, including in China, and forcing a reappraisal of shopping habits. But 
shopping is an important part of the Chinese travel experience, and those that have the budget to travel 
to Europe are still going to have money to shop – but here, again, there were changes happening far 
before the coronavirus crisis, as Chinese shifted their overseas shopping away from mass purchases of 
big-ticket, “must-have” items, and towards more unique purchases to display one’s personal taste and 
travel experience. (Click here to learn more about the evolution of Chinese tourist shopping.)

 
Alleviating Concerns
Hygiene and safety are Chinese consumers’ biggest concerns about travel, and this will significantly 
impact if and where they go abroad. Anything a destination can do to put common standards in place 
about hygiene standards for hotels (as Singapore is doing), attractions, and restaurants, will provide 
assurance. Chinese travelers will also want to know how a destination dealt with the crisis or is currently 
monitoring public health, so transparency in this area – communicated on official websites, social media, 
and to the Chinese travel trade and media – is highly advised. For example, Edinburgh got above-average 
views and many positive comments for a late-March post on WeChat about what people and businesses 
were doing in Edinburgh to slow the spread of the virus and support local health services and essential 
workers.

Dragon Trail Interactive is committed to the mission of helping 
global travel and tourism organizations reach and engage with affluent 
Chinese consumers through outstanding digital initiatives.

https://dragontrail.com/resources/blog/self-driving-chinese-tourism
https://dragontrail.com/resources/blog/marketing-rural-tourism-to-chinese-travelers
https://dragontrail.com/resources/blog/marketing-rural-tourism-to-chinese-travelers
https://dragontrail.com/resources/blog/attract-chinese-shoppers-tourism
https://dragontrail.com/
https://dragontrail.com/
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Data Informed Marketing 
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By Cara Frank, Chief of Staff / VP of Marketing, Simpleview
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Through close monitoring of customer sentiment, destinations can plan and target their marketing 
efforts in the recovery process to match both local needs and travel demand. Breaking down the 
recovery process in four phases, Simpleview offers the data to support destinations in developing 
the right strategy at the right time of recovery.

At Simpleview, we work with destinations around the world who are now beginning to plan for recovery in 
the wake of COVID-19. One of the greatest strengths that our team has realized amid all of the uncertainty 
is the power of data applied at scale, all of which will be fundamental to developing smart recovery 
strategies going forward.

A Matter of Having the Right Metrics
All of the metrics that we are tracking from a sample set of over 200 destinations are being dynamically 
pulled into this insights and data hub. Within the tourism and leisure marketing industry —including 
metrics from lodging searches, booking windows and organic web traffic— there are several indicators of 
consumer interest returning as compared to many of the initial declines in February 2020:

On the search front, while May still shows a 64 percent decrease in searches year-over-year, it has 
increased by 276 percent since bottoming out in early April.

As searches and therefore referrals have been impacted, so has the booking window, but we are seeing 
steady improvements here. In fact, May shows comparable booking windows to 2019 where people are 
currently looking at trips 68 days out, targeting the middle to end of July.

While organic website traffic decreased by nearly 60 percent in late March, we’ve seen a steady increase 
with the year-to-date difference down by about 23 percent by mid-May.
 

Data-Informed Decision Making in the Four Phases of Recovery
Taking all of this information together, we can begin to draw some better, data-informed decisions about 
how destinations can move forward amid this global pandemic. It is clear that recovery will unfold in 
waves regionally around the world, so we’ve created an estimated timeline where we’ve broken down the 
recovery process into four phases.

 
The Maintain Phase: Local partners and Regional Market Messaging
Currently, many destinations are in the maintain phase, where relationship development with local 
partners will be key, and marketing efforts should help bring business to those partners while search 
optimizing web content to prime potential new queries from regional markets. It’s also a great time to 
clean up email lists, tell stories on social media and conduct A/B testing on social and email to learn 
information about the best messaging to start the next phase on a strong foot.

The Rebound Phase: Rethinking Marketing Towards Sustained Growth
In other destinations, we are entering the rebound phase of recovery, which is about rethinking marketing 
within the new normal. During this phase, we advise destination marketers to implement the learnings 
from the crisis phase to build toward sustained growth. Because flight travel will be limited, it will be wise 
to engineer thoughtful VFR, drive market and regional campaigns to leverage pent-up demand, and use 
paid media to amplify messaging tailored to safety.

https://www.europeancitiesmarketing.com/data-informed-marketing-strategies-for-recovery/
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Adapting Messages for Customer Comfort and Health Guidelines
Now is a great time to be monitoring consumer sentiments both globally and locally, keeping a 
close eye on local guidelines, and making sure that your messaging and imagery aligns with what 
people are comfortable with amid recommendations for social distancing. It’s not a bad idea to 
audit all of your marketing materials as you build resilience and engagement in your community.

 
No matter where you happen to be in your recovery process, using these resources as well as your 
own testing and analysis will provide you with the confidence to develop a strategy for the weeks 
and months ahead. We also welcome you to watch the recording from our recent webinar focused 
on recovery, or view the slides to learn more.

There is no doubt a long road ahead for destination marketers, but we are emboldened by the 
progress so far and by keeping our eyes on this data we grow more hopeful each day.

We are emboldened by the progress so far and by keeping our eyes on this data we grow more 
hopeful each day..
 

“We are emboldened by the progress so far and by keeping our 
eyes on this data we grow more hopeful each day...”

 Since 2001,  Simpleview has empowered more than 900 destination 
marketing organizations (DMOs) with customized tools, knowledge 
and creativity to help tell these destinations’ unique stories. We believe 
the world’s top cities and smallest towns each have a role to play in 
promoting travel and tourism, and we’re here to provide solutions that 
are built for the way your destination marketing works.

https://www.simpleviewinc.com/
https://www.simpleviewinc.com/
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The summer crossword puzzle

LONG THINKER CATALOGUE

ACROSS
1. The temporary, short-term movement of people to destinations outside the places where they normally live
4. An economy in which many goods or services are sold by emphasizing the effect they can have on people’s lives
6. State of great difficulty
7. The process of becoming successful or normal again after problems
8. A new idea or method, or the use of new ideas and methods
9. Someone who affects or changes the way that other people behave
10. It has been improved since the quarantine

DOWN
2. The ability to cause no damage to the environment in a long time vision
3. Bring new and more vigorous life to something
5. The place where someone is going or where something is being sent or taken

Remember 
to take 

inspiration 
from the 
articles! ;)



headoffice@europeancitiesmarketing.com
Tel: +33 380 56 02 04 

www.europeancitiesmarketing.com

About ECM

European Cities Marketing is a non-profit organisation improving the 
competitiveness and performance of leading cities of Europe by providing a 
platform for convention, leisure and city marketing professionals to exchange 
knowledge, best practice and widen their network to build new business. European 
Cities Marketing promotes and links the interests of members from more than 
120 major cities in 39 countries.

The Long Thinker series and catalogue as part of A New Tomorrow has been 
facilitated and edited by Group NAO for European Cities Marketing. Group 
NAO is an international bureau of strategic changemakers, working primarily 
with agendas relating to urban development, as well as innovation in travel and 
tourism, culture and the visitor and experience economy in general.
www.groupnao.com

MEET. SHARE. GROW.
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